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ess - the e8ay Motors hot rod van is a winner
many levels. We hope the viewers agree that nothing

ats a haulin' hot rod with benefits.

THE COMPETITION

WATCH EVERY BUILD AT
BUILTfromEBAY.com/hotrod

Motors

The van sports custom-made rear door skins with 196
louvers (to replace multiple pounds of Bondo) as well as
a full aircraft-styled cockpit up front.

TEAM LOW RIDER
When our '66 EI Camino was purchased and delivered to Duran's Quality Painting,
a Baldwin Park, CA staple, it was a long way from a final buff-out. But thanks to
dozens and dozens of brand-new parts sourced from eBay Motors - including a
new hood, fenders, crate motor, brakes, suspension, chrome strip moldings, and
more - the crew at Duran's turned it into a candy-red masterpiece.

TEAM FOUR WHEELER
Right from the get-go Mel Wade, owner of Off Road Evolution, wasn't kidding
when he said, "Most of these builds get done in the last two weeks." True to
his words, about 70-80 percent of our build was done in the final two weeks.
We slung the original Jeepster body over a new frame, along with a whole lot
of suspension parts sourced brand-new from eBay Motors. The last bolt was
tightened just hours before its test-drive in Azusa Canyon, CA.

TEAM EUROPEAN CAR
Building a car in eight weeks stirs a broad range of emotions - the anticipation
of starting, anxiety about deadlines and, best of all, the relief of finishing. And
yes, GSR Autosport has completed our rally-inspired Porsche 911 for the eBay
Motors BUILT challenge. Thanks to our Rothmans-style paint job and brand-new
parts from eBay, like Enkei wheels, Perelli tires, Recaro seats, Rennline interior
pieces, and more, we know we have a winner on our hands.

Follpw every build
by heading to

BUILTfromEBAY.com/hotrod
or use your

smartphone using
the QR code in

this ad.
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